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Conclusions

• Presentation of main findings of first year, use cases and business scenarios, requirements, Common Information Models, Inter-roaming protocol, Specifications of services
• Collection of feedback, opinions and suggestions
• Refine / update our findings
Future actions

• Send presentations and additional material
• Collection of further comments and suggestions
• Send future developments
Evaluation activities

• NeMo deployment in each site where different scenarios will demonstrate full operational capabilities

• Same EVs travelling across different European countries, with real users in real charging and transportation conditions, to demonstrate the seamless usage of electromobility services

• Assess user comfort and driver feedback
Test sites

- France, Germany, Austria, Italy and Spain, covering different use cases
- Cross-country testing

in light green: countries where the pan-European e-Roaming will become a reality;
in darker green: the NeMo test sites
Baseline Cross-Country test drive

- To test EV charging interoperability and barriers and compare with the status after NeMo deployment
- 2-3-4 October 2017, Turin-Grenoble-Narbonne-Barcelona
- 2 Renault Zoe electric cars with 2 drivers each (NeMo partners)
Stay connected

- http://nemo-emobility.eu/, NeMo_Electro, @NeMo_Electro
- NeMo demonstration at the 2017 EUCAR Reception and Conference
- NeMo exhibition at the TRA 2018
- Participate in the discussions, provide comments and input
- Meet again in the next Stakeholder Forum Conference, 2018
Thank you for your time!
Stay connected!
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